CARLO CARFORA
3D / FX ARTIST

PROFILE

EXPERIENCE

Name
Carlo Carfora

2012 - 2017

Senior 3D Artist
Spent my time here as a senior artist working on some of the biggest
architectural projects In Western Australia as well as assisting the VFX
arm of the studio on various TVC spots and short films.

Phone
+44 7591 156 653
Email
carlo@carlocarfora.co.uk

Last Pixel

2011 - 2012

AVR London
Architectural Visualiser
Delivered high end images and animations for comemrcial, residential
and iconic landmark buildings throughout the UK and abroad.

Website
www.carlocarfora.co.uk
March 2011

Rewind
3D/FX Generalist
Modelling, shading, texturing, lighting and rendering for TVC. FX work
included water and physics simulations.

SOCIAL
@carlo_carfora
linkedin.com/in/carlocarfora

2010 - 2011

ABOUT ME
Hello, I'm a 3D / FX Artist with over 7
years of professional industry
experience in London and Australia.
I have worked as a generalist on a
wide and varied range of projects
from Architecture to TVC and Film.
I'm quick to learn new skills, adapt to
project workflows and enjoy solving
any technical issues should they
arise.
My aim is to work on projects that
push the boundaries of my skills,
enable me to learn and grow, work
hard both as a team player and
individually while striving to produce
something everybody can be proud
of!
In my personal time you can find me
exploring new tools and techniques
primarily in Houdini.
Away from a PC, I like to be outdoors,
pick up my guitar, take photos, drink
tea, read and generally keep myself
productive!
w: www.carlocarfora.co.uk

One Dead Pixel
3D Generalist
Wide variety of roles across the spectrum of production from modelling
to post and TD work. Worked on TVC spots, music videos through to
print campaigns.

vimeo.com/carlocarfora

Freelance

2010 Present

Contract 3D Generalist
Have helped to create imagery and video for various companies in a
number of different roles remotely.

SOFTWARE
Houdini, 3ds Max, Mantra, V-Ray, Nuke, After Effects, Photoshop, Premiere

SKILLS
Familiar with the production pipeline from modelling to comp my strengths lie in;
Scene Assembly, Lighting, Rendering, FX and general TD tasks.
I have a working and usable knowledge of Python, VEX and Maxscript. Familiar with
Windows and Linux.

EDUCATION
2006 - 2009

3D Games Art
University of Hertfordshire

2004 - 2006

Barnet College
BTEC ND Multimedia

t: +447591 156 653

e: carlo@carlocarfora.co.uk

